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Thrustmaster ESWAP X S5 NXG Controller thumbstick

Brand : Thrustmaster Product code: 4460190

Product name : ESWAP X S5 NXG

ESWAP X S5 NXG MINI-STICK MODULE

Thrustmaster ESWAP X S5 NXG Controller thumbstick:

Thrustmaster is pleased to offer the ESWAP X S5 NXG MINI-STICK MODULE for ESWAP X PRO
CONTROLLER for sale individually, for gamers who want to start fresh once they’ve gotten through their
original module’s life cycle of more than 2 million activations, or have lost or broken their mini-stick
module.

This new next-generation (NXG) mini-stick provides enhanced precision and a longer lifespan in relation
to previous Thrustmaster mini-sticks.

Gamers will enjoy better physical resistance (+33%), improved re-centering precision (+66%), and
double the lifespan for the built-in mini-stick button (+100%), compared with previous mini-sticks in
Thrustmaster’s range of gamepads.

This is the best way to get your ESWAP X PRO CONTROLLER into top form, without having to purchase a
whole new controller.

This product is officially licensed for Xbox Series X|S, and is also compatible with both Xbox One and PC
(Windows 10).

Features

Type * Controller thumbstick

Features

Platform * Xbox
Product colour Black
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